PoC at a glance
- Delivery in 14 days
- 1x Wahtari nCam™
- 2500 images training
- Customized AI models on your
business case with 95% accuracy
[ 99% accuracy upon additional agreement ]

- Deployment on the Wahtari
neural camera

All-in at $2000
Sign up at

https://up-board.org/smartcam-poc/

Wahtari nCam™

AI Vision Proof of Concept

The highly versatile Wahtari nCam™ is a powerful machine vision
camera with deep learning capabilities. Utilizing Wahtari’s
proprietary AI platform, you can develop a range of computer
vision tasks from license plate recognition, quality inspection
analysis to medical images or even facial recognition in the
public security sector.

Leveraging the expertise of both companies, UP and Wahtari
enable developers to unlock the potential of AI technology in 14
days.

The camera configuration is flexible. With a modularized design,
the sensor can be swapped easily to different resolution and
frame rates.

Image Recognition & AI

High
precision

Easy
adjustment

Wahtari provides a tool chain optimization and training
platform, which shortens training hours in customized AI models
and tackles use cases in short time.
UP offers a wide range of products with its AI Edge computing
platform. Adapting the latest AI technology from Intel, UP
provides seamless integration for best performance and
efficiency.
Unsure if you're ready for AI? Wahtari and UP are offering a PoC
(Proof of Concept) campaign to show how AI computer vision
can help your business.

Seamless integration
Proof of Concept

$2000
Save
time

Conserve
resources

Reduce
cost

www.up-board.org /www.up-shop.org / www.up-community.org

2500 images

Affordable start-up

Process Proof of Concept (PoC)
Customer

Customer specifications

Wahtari develops

▪ Description of the problem
▪ Structured or unstructured data set
▪ Contact person for provided data

Kick-off

Meeting,
phone call
or web
meeting

Data import

Via cloud or
storage

Wahtari Team

▪
▪
▪
▪

Trained AI Model
Feasibility study
Instructions for testing the AI model
Recommendations for the next steps

Research

Wahtari provides
Our customer receives the Proof of
Concept AI Model as desired:

Powered by
Wahtari AI
plattform

A trained AI model is tested during
your operation without disturbing it.

▪ Via online access (cloud based)
▪ In the form of a PoC Box (PC)

Development AI model

Wahtari data
scientist

Customer evaluates

Delivery

Testing

AI model, evaluation
hardware & report

Evaluation &
next Steps

Directly on the
customer's site

Easy upgrade from PoC and scale to production
Wahtari nCam™ powered by
UP Core & UP AI Core X

▪
▪
▪
▪

Neural camera powered by edge AI
Lowest energy consumption, < 16 Watt
Ideal for small and large scale development
Easy to integrate into any housing

▪
▪
▪
▪

Wahtari AI system powered by
broad AAEON product range

Wahtari ANPR Camera upgraded
from Wahtari Smart Cam

Powerful PU/VPU computing power
USB3.0 or GigE Vision cameras supported
Modular scalable and redundant design
19" rack mount, hat rail or freestanding

▪
▪
▪
▪

Onboard processing of the license plates
< 16 watt energy consumption
5-50mm motorized zoom
IP66

UP is a brand founded by AAEON Technology Europe in 2015. The UP team aims to bring innovation in technology, business models, and integrated
solutions. The UP team collaborates with market leaders in different vertical markets to develop integrated solutions and build a large online
community to work closely with developers.
Wahtari delivers a ready-to-use AI system that you can test under real conditions at your company without interrupting your business.
Wahtari supports our customers in taking advantage of the opportunities provided by new technologies to help them stand out from their competition.
ALL PRODUCT, PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY, FUNCTION OR DESIGN OR OTHERWISE.
The campaign is offered at limited time frame only.

www.up-board.org/ www.up-shop.org /www.up-community.org

